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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we use Sequential Pattern Mining from Probabilistic Databases to learn
trajectory patterns. Trajectories which are a succession of points are firstly transformed into a
succession of zones by grouping points to build the symbolic sequence database. For each zone
we estimate a confidence level according to the amount of observations appearing during
trajectory in the zone. The management of this confidence allows to reduce efficiently the
volume of useful zones for the learning process. Finally, we applied a Sequential Pattern
Mining algorithm on this probabilistic databases to bring out typical trajectories.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The study of human activities and behaviour is an important research area in computer vision.
Nowadays, automatic activities and behaviour understanding have gained great deal of attention.
Using unsupervised methods, researchers try to observe a scene, learn prototypical activities and
use prototypes for analysis. This approach has been of particular interest for surveillance [1],[2]
and traffic monitoring [3]-[5]where methods for categorizing observed behavior, detecting
abnormal actions for a quick response, and even predicting predict future occurrences are highly
solicited.
Because of large amounts of data in use for these applications, it is difficult to manually analyze
each individually which needs the use of unsupervised methods. In these cases, the data mining in
general and the Sequential Pattern Mining(SPM) in particular appear as promising solutions.
However, it is recognized that data obtained from a wide range of data sources is inherently
uncertain [6], [7]. This paper is concerned with SPM in probabilistic databases [7], a popular
framework for modeling uncertainty and its application to learning trajectory.
This work is organized as follows. In section 2, we present the state of art and related works on
SPM and uncertain SPM. Section 3 describes problem statement while section 4 gives
explanations about learning trajectory with uncertain SPM. Finally, in section 5, we present
experimental results and their analysis. A conclusion ends this work with further directions.
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2. STATE OF ART AND RELATED WORKS ON SPM AND UNCERTAIN
SPM
The task of sequential pattern mining consists of discovering interesting subsequences in a set of
sequences. The sequential ordering of events is taken into account unlike pattern mining
introduced by Agrawal and Srikant [8] for finding frequent itemsets. The first sequential pattern
mining algorithm is called AprioriAll [9]. The improved version of this algorithm is Generalized
Sequential Pattern algorithm (GSP) [10]. These two algorithms are inspired by the Apriori
algorithm for frequent itemset mining [8]. GSP algorithm uses a standard database representation,
also called a horizontal database and performs a breadth-first search to discover frequent
sequential patterns. In recent years, other algorithms have been designed to discover sequential
patterns in sequence databases. The Spade algorithm [11] inspired by the Eclat algorithm [12] for
frequent itemset mining, is an alternative algorithm that uses a depth-first search. It uses a vertical
database representation rather than a horizontal database representation. The vertical
representation of a sequence database indicates the itemsets where each item i appears in the
sequence database [11],[13], [14]. For a given item, this information is called the IDList of the
item.
Spam [13] is another algorithm that is an optimization of Spade and also performs a depth-first
search using bit vector IDLists. Recently, the Spam algorithm [13]and Spade algorithm [11] were
improved to obtain the CMSpam and CM- Spade algorithms [14] both based on the observations
that Spam and Spade generate many candidate patterns and perform the join operation to create
the IDList of each of them is costly. Besides depth-first search algorithms and vertical algorithms,
another important type of algorithms for sequential pattern mining is pattern-growth algorithms.
These algorithms are designed to address a limitation of the previously described algorithms,
which is to generate candidate patterns that may not appear in the database.
Uncertainty in SPM can occur in three different aspects: the source (an event is recorded
deterministically, but the source is not readily identifiable), the event (the source of the data is
known, but the events are uncertain) and the time (only time is uncertain) may all be uncertain.
Uncertainty in the time-stamp attribute was considered in [23] and seems not well-suited to the
probabilistic database approach. In this paper, we focus on uncertainty in the source. SPM in
probabilistic databases[7], [6] is a popular framework for modelling uncertainty. Recently several
data mining and ranking problems have been studied in this framework, including top-k [15],
[16], [17] and frequent itemset mining (FIM) [18]-[21]. The SPM problem in probabilistic
databases has been studied in [22]. Also, SPM is studied in noisy sequences [24], but the model
proposed there does not fit in the probabilistic database framework.

3. PROBLEM STATEMENT
3.1. Deterministic SPM

Let = 1, … , and =
, ,…,
be respectivelya set of sources and a set of items. An
〉 is an ordered
event is a set of items such that ⊆ . A sequence database = 〈 ,
, …,
list of sequences suchthat each
⊆ is of the form
, , , where
isa unique event-id,
including a time-stamp (events are orderedby this time-stamp), is an event and is a source.

A sequence is an ordered list of events = 〈 , , … , 〉such that
⊆ 1≤ ≤ . A
sequence is said to be of length or a -sequence if it contains items, or in otherwords if
= ∑"# ! " !. A sequence $ = 〈% , % , … , % 〉is a subsequence of another sequence & =
〈' , ' , … , ' 〉denoted $ ≼ & , if and only if there exist integers 1 < < < ⋯ < < +
such that% ⊆ ' , % ⊆ ' , … , % ⊆ ' . Let
= |
, , ∈ be the sequence
corresponding to a source ordered by
. For asequence and source , let . ,
be an
indicator variable,whose value is 1 if s is a subsequence of sequence , and 0otherwise. For any

sequence , define its support in , denoted 0 ,
= ∑ # . , . The goal is to find all
sequences such that 0 ,
≥ 2 for some user-defined threshold0 ≤ 2 ≤ 1.
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3.2. Source level uncertainty

Proposed by Muzammal and Raman [25], the Source LevelUncertainty (SLU) based on a
probabilistic database
whichis an ordered list of records 〈3 , … , 3 〉such that each3 ∈
is of
the form
, , 4 where
is an event-id, isan event and 4 is a probability distribution over
; the listis ordered by
. The distribution 4 consists of pairs , 5 ,where ∈ and 0 <
5 ≤ 1 is the confidence that the event is associated with source ; we assume∑ 6,7 ∈8 5 =1. An
example can be found in Table 1.

A possible word ∗ of
is generated by assigning eachevent to one of the possible sources
∈ 4 .Thusevery record 3 =
, ,4 ∈
takes the form3 : =
, , in ∗ .We
get the complete set of possible words by enumerating all such possible combinations.
Table 1. Source level uncertain database.
eid
e1
e2
e3
e4

event
(a,d)
(a)
(a,b)
(b,c)

W
(X:0.6)(Y:0.4)
(Z:1.0)
(X:0.3)(Y:0.2)(Z:0.5)
(X:0.7)(Z:0.3)

.
Table 2. A database transform to p-sequence.
P-sequence
(a, d : 0:6)(a, b : 0:3)(b, c : 0:7)
(a, d : 0:4)(a, b : 0:2)
(a : 1:0)(a, b : 0:5)(b, c : 0:3)

;
<
=

Pr@ ∗ A = ∏ # C38D @ Ais the probability of a possible word ∗. Forexample, from the database
of Table 1, a possible word ∗ can be generated by assigning events , E and F to .
withprobabilities 0.6,0.3 and 0.7 respectively, and
to K withprobability 1.0. Thus, C3@ ∗ A =
0.6 × 1.0 × 0.3 × 0.7 = 0.126.The support of a sequence in a possible word are well-defined
because every possible word is a (deterministic) database. The definition of the expected support
of a sequence in follows easily:
N

,

=

O

P ∗ ∈Q8 P R

C3@

∗A

× 0

,

∗

1

The problem we consider is: Given a probabilistic database , determine all sequences such
that N ,
≥ 2+,for some user-specified threshold 2, 0 ≤ 2 ≤ 1. Since thereare potentially
an exponential number of possible words, it isinfeasible to compute N ,
directly using
Equation 1.Next,we show how to do this computation more efficiently.
A sequence of the form〈 , 5 , … ,
, 5 〉, where " isan event and 5" is a confidence value is
called p-sequence.It’s analogous to a source sequence in classical SPM. For examples, we write a
p-sequence 〈 S, T , 0.3 , T, 5 , 0.7 〉as S, T: 0.3 T, 5: 0.7 . An SLU database
is as
acollection of p-sequences Q , … , Q , where Q is the p-sequence of source , and contains a list
of pairs
, 5 with1 ≤
≤ , where are those events in that have nonzeroconfidence of
being assigned to source , ordered by
(see Table 2). However, the p-sequences corresponding
3.3. Computing Expected Support
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to different sources are not independent. Thus, one may view an SLU event database as a
collection of p-sequences with dependencies in the form of x-tuples [26]. Nevertheless,
Muzammal and Raman [25] showed that we can still process the p-sequences independently for
the purposes of expected support computation:
N

,

=

=
=
=

O

P ∗ ∈Q8 P R

O C3@
P∗

∗A

O N@.

P∗

,

× 0

× O.
#

O O C3@
#

#

∗A

C3@

A

∗A

,

×.

∗

,

∗

,

∗

2

where N denotes the expected value of a random variable.Since . is a 0 − 1 variable,
A = C3W ≼
N@. ,
X, andwe calculate the right-hand expression, which refer to as the
source support probability.

Computing the Source Support Probability. Given ap-sequence
= 〈 , 5 , … , Y , 5Y 〉
and a sequence = 〈 ,
, …, Z 〉, a [ + 1 × 3 + 1 matrix % ,] @0. . [A@0. . 3Ais created
(the subscripts on A are omitted when the sourceand sequence are clear from the context). For
1 ≤
≤ [ and 1 ≤ ^ ≤ 3, %@ , ^A will containC3@〈 , … , 〉 ≼ 〈 , 5 , … , _ , 5_ 〉A. Set
%@0, ^A = 1 for all ^, 0 ≤ ^ ≤ 3 and %@ , 0A = 0 for all 1 ≤
≤ [, and compute the
othervalues row-by-row. For 1 ≤
≤ [ and 1 ≤ ^ ≤ 3, define:
` ∗,_

`_ b

= a

⊆

0 cdℎ 3f

_

g 3

The interpretation of Equation 3 is that ` ∗,_ is the probability that _ allows the element to be
matched in source ; this is 0 if
⊈ _ , and is otherwise equal to the probability that _
isassociated with source . Now Equation 4 is used.
%@ , ^A = j1 − ` ∗,_ k × %@ , ^ − 1A + ` ∗,_ × %@ − 1, ^ − 1A.
4

Table 3 shows the computation of the source support probability of sequence = S T for
source . in theprobabilistic database of Table 1. Similarly, we can compute
C3@ ≼ < A = 0.08 and C3@ ≼ = A = 0.35. So, the expected support of (a)(b) in the
database of Table 1 is0.558 + 0.08 + 0.35 = 1.288.

The reason Equation 3 is correct is that if
⊈ _ then theprobability that〈 , … , 〉 ≼
〈 , … , _ 〉 is the same asthe probability that 〈 , … , 〉 ≼ 〈 , … , _n 〉(note that if
⊈ _ then
∗
∗
` ,_ = 0 and %@ , ^A = %@ , ^ − 1A). Otherwise,` ,_ = `_ and two disjoint sets of possible words
have to beconsidered: those where _ is not associated with source (thefirst term in Equation 3)
and those where it is (the second term in Equation 3). In summary, given a p-sequence
and a
sequence ,by applying Equation 3 repeatedly, C3W ≼
X, is correctly computed.
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4. LEARNING TRAJECTORY WITH UNCERTAIN SPM
The types of sequential data commonly used in data mining are time-series
series and sequences [27]. A
time-series is an ordered list of numbers, while a sequence is an ordered list of nominal values
(symbols). The problem of sequential pattern mining was originally designed to be applied to
sequences [10].However, it can also be applied to time-series
time
after converting time
time-series to
sequences using discretization
ization techniques.
To build the database of sequences we used a database where trajectories are represented by a
succession of points ., o in pixel.

Figure 1. Illustration of trajectory sequence (D6D5D4D3D2E2F2)with
with the confidence of the symbol
symbols

Trajectories are transformed into a sequence of zones by grouping points to build the symbolic
sequence database. For example, if we consider intervals of 50 pixels,the points whose .coordinates belong to the interval @0, 50Aare grouped in zone %. Those whose .
.-coordinates
belongto the interval A50, 100@ are grouped in zone ' and so on.Points whose o -coordinates
belong to the interval @0, 50A aregrouped in zone 1. Those whose o -coordinates
coordinates belong to
theinterval A50, 100@ are grouped in Zone 2 and so on. Therefore,a coordinate point 50, 100 is
in zone %2 and a coordinatepoint 100, 50 is in zone '1 (see Figure 4 and Figure
ure 5). Foreach
trajectory crossing a zone, a symbol linked to the zoneis generated and a confidence (uncertainty)
level is estimatedbased on the number of points inside the zone. The confidence level represents
the uncertainty of the symbol linked to this zone. This allows to generate the sequences with
uncertain symbols (see Figure 1).
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5. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In this section, we present the results we obtained in our work. We choose the CVRR Trajectory
Clustering Dataset [28]for benchmarking trajectory clustering algorithms.

Figure 2. Cross trajectory dataset

Figure 3. Labomni trajectory dataset

Computer Science & Information Technology (CS & IT)

Figure 4. Cross labeled trajectory

Figure 5. Labomni labeled trajectory
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Table 3. Computing of the source support probability.

S

S T

S, : 0.6
0.4 × 0 + 0.6 × 1 = 0.6
0

S, T: 0.3
0.7 × 0.6 + 0.3 × 1 = 0.72
0.7 × 0 + 0.3 × 0.6 = 0.18

T, 5: 0.7
0.72
0.3 × 0.18 + 0.7 × 0.72 = 0.558

5.1. CVRR trajectory clustering dataset
The full dataset of trajectory similarity/distance measures and clustering algorithms. In our case,
we use CROSS (Figure 2) and LABOMNI (Figure 3) dataset.
The CROSS dataset contains a four way traffic intersection. Units are pixels.

The LABOMNI dataset examines humans rather than vehicles. An omni-directional camera was
placed in the middle of a lab to observe trajectories from a less constrained environment than
encountered by vehicle traffic. The participants were not aware of the data collection to ensure
naturally occurring motion patterns. The trajectories have a long time duration and tend to have a
large degree of overlap in the image plane. Units are pixels.
Table 4. Results of deterministic SPM and uncertain SPM.

Dataset

SPM frequent
patterns

Uncertain SPM frequent
patterns

152
31

67
17

Cross
Labomni

Unreliable
frequent patterns
rate (%)

56%
45%

Reliable
frequent
patterns rate
(%)
44%
55%

5.2. Results and discussions
Our implementation in Java, is executed on a machine Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-7500U CPU @2.70
GHZ 2.90 GHZ running Windows 10. With a support value fixed to 0.05, thedifferent results
obtain are in Table 4.
With Cross dataset, there are 152 frequent sequences (obtainedwith deterministic database) of
which 85 are consideredunreliable, or a rate of 56% (obtained with the probabilistic database).
With Labomni dataset, unlike in the case of Crossdataset, the unreliable frequent sequence rate
45% is lowerthan the reliable frequent sequence rate.

It is noted from the results that in the two datasets used, the unreliable frequent sequence patterns
rate is not equal to 0%. This result leads us to say that the deterministic SPM returns frequent
sequences patterns that are not necessarily all reliable and justifies our choice on the uncertain
SPM.
The results also show that the unreliable frequent sequence patterns rate of the Cross dataset is
higher than that of the Labomni dataset. This could be explained by the fact that the data of the
Labomni dataset are taken in an environment with less constraint than that of the Cross dataset
where vehicle traffic is observed.

6. CONCLUSIONS
We have adapted a Sequential Pattern Mining algorithm for probabilistic databases to bring out
typical trajectories. The management of the uncertainty of data help to focus on reliable part of
the data. By using symbols with their uncertainties, the system estimates reliable frequent
trajectory models by using the Sequential Pattern Mining algorithm.
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For the future work, two possible extensions will be studied .The first one is the integration of
temporal constraints (including the time uncertainty management) and the second extension is on
the development of an online recognition system of sequential patterns in the context of uncertain
observation and models.
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